In digital steganography normally image, audio or video files are the standard cover files or the host files for embedding secret message such as text, image, audio or video. Nath et al. (2) explored the standard method for hiding secret message inside standard cover files such as image, audio or video files. In the present work we have shown how we can hide secret message in encrypted form in some non standard cover files such as .exe, .com, .pdf, .doc, .xls, .mdb, .ppt files. However, the size of the secret message must be very small in comparison to cover file. The secret message is converted to encrypted form using MSA algorithm(2) and then we hide the encrypted message inside the non standard cover file. To hide encrypted secret message we insert the 8 bits in 2 consecutive bytes of cover file in LSB, LSB+1, LSB+2 and LSB+3 positions. This method could be very effective to hide some information in some executable file. To make the entire process secured we have introduced the password when we hide message and while encrypting the secret message we have to input some text_key. While hiding secret message in cover file we embed 1 byte information in two consecutive bytes of the cover file. There is a risk factor that it may damage the cover file in such a way that the embedded cover file may not behave in proper way as it was behaving before insertion of secret message. However, there is one advantage that we can embed more data in a cover file. We propose that our new method could be most appropriate for hiding any file in any non-standard cover file such as executable file such as .EXE or .COM file, compiler, MS-Office files, Data Base files such as .MDB, .PDF file. Our method will now give open challenge to all user that it is possible to hide any small secret message inside in any non standard cover files. The present work shows that we can hide information in almost all files except pure text or ASCII file. The only restriction is the size of secret message should be extremely small in comparison to cover file. The present method may be implemented in digital water marking in any legal electronic documents, Bank data transactions, in government sectors, in defense, in schools and colleges.
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ABSTRACT
In digital steganography normally image, audio or video files are the standard cover files or the host files for embedding secret message such as text, image, audio or video. Nath et al. (2) explored the standard method for hiding secret message inside standard cover files such as image, audio or video files. In the present work we have shown how we can hide secret message in encrypted form in some non standard cover files such as .exe, .com, .pdf, .doc, .xls, .mdb, .ppt files. However, the size of the secret message must be very small in comparison to cover file. The secret message is converted to encrypted form using MSA algorithm(2) and then we hide the encrypted message inside the non standard cover file. To hide encrypted secret message we insert the 8 bits in 2 consecutive bytes of cover file in LSB, LSB+1, LSB+2 and LSB+3 positions. This method could be very effective to hide some information in some executable file.
To make the entire process secured we have introduced the password when we hide message and while encrypting the secret message we have to input some text_key. While hiding secret message in cover file we embed 1 byte information in two consecutive bytes of the cover file. There is a risk factor that it may damage the cover file in such a way that the embedded cover file may not behave in proper way as it was behaving before insertion of secret message. However, there is one advantage that we can embed more data in a cover file. We propose that our new method could be most appropriate for hiding any file in any non-standard cover file such as executable file such as .EXE or .COM file, compiler, MS-Office files, Data Base files such as .MDB, .PDF file. Our method will now give open challenge to all user that it is possible to hide any small secret message inside in any non standard cover files. The present work shows that we can hide information in almost all files except pure text or ASCII file. The only restriction is the size of secret message should be extremely small in comparison to cover file. The present method may be implemented in digital water marking in any legal electronic documents, Bank data transactions, in government sectors, in defense, in schools and colleges.
INTRODUCTION
The present work shows how to embed secret message inside some non standard cover files such as executable file, Microsoft office files, access database file etc. The secret message(SM) is encrypted using MSA(Meheboob,Saima and Asoke) algorithm proposed by Nath et al. (1) . The encrypted secret message substituted inside the cover file(CF) by changing the LSB, LSB+1, LSB+2 and LSB+3 bits of the cover file. Nath et al (2) already proposed this steganographic method for embedding SM into CF but there the SF was inserted as it is in the CF and hence the security of steganography was not very high. The present work basically used the same method which was proposed earlier but in a more secured manner. Without knowing the encryption algorithm the decrypted message can not be restored to original secret message. The standard steganographic cover files are now well known to everyone. But in the present work we try to embed almost any type of file inside any type of non standard cover file(CF). Now we will first describe our steganography method for embedding any type of SM inside any type of CF and then we will describe the MSA encryption method which we have used to encrypt the secret message and to decrypt the extracted data from the embedded cover file. (i) Insertion of bits in LSB, LSB+1, LSB+2 and LSB+3 bit position in a cover file: Here we substitute the bits of the SF in to LSB, LSB+1, LSB+2 and LSB+3 bit positions of each byte of the cover file. The present method will take less space in the cover file. Let us consider 2 bytes in a cover file : 00101111 00011101. Suppose we want to embed a number 236 in the above bit pattern. The binary representation of 236 is 11101100. Now we want to insert this bit pattern in above 2 bytes. To embed 11101100 we will choose LSB, LSB+1, LSB+2 and LSB+3 bits of the above 2 bytes of the cover file. Here we can see that 2 bytes get changed. However, this change may not be prominent in case of audio, image or video files as human eye or ear is not very sensitive so therefore after embedding a secret message in a cover file our eye or ear may not be able to find the difference between the original file and the file after inserting some secret text or message on to it. To embed secret message we first skip 5000 bytes from the last byte of the cover file. After that according to size of the secret message (say n bytes) we skip 2*n bytes. After that we start to insert the bits of the secret file into the cover file. However, the size of the cover file should be large in comparison to the secret message.
To extract SF from CF we have to enter the password while embedding a secret message file. Once we get the file size we follow simply the reverse process of embedding a file in the cover file. We read LSB, LSB+1, LSB+2 and LSB+3 bits from each byte and accumulate 8 bits to form a character and then we immediately write that character on to an output file.
In table 2 we have shown a comparative study of different cover files as well as secret message files. .DOC Any small file 3.
.XLS Any small file 4.
.PPT Any small file 5.
.MDB Any small File 6.
.PDF Any small file 7.
CMD.EXE Any small file 8.
. COM  Any small file   In table 2 we have shown mainly the non standard cover files which normally the people are not using as the host/cover file. However, our method is not applicable for hiding data in some ASCII file.
(ii) Meheboob, Saima and Asoke (MSA) Symmetric key Cryptographic method: MSA cryptography based on symmetric key cryptography which means that same key is used encryption as well as decryption purpose. So therefore the key should not be public. In public key cryptosystem such as in RSA we use 2 keys one for encryption and one for decryption. The problem of Public key cryptosystem is that we have to do massive computation for encrypting any plain text. Some times these methods may not be suitable such as in sensor networks where the computation time should be minimum. Nath et al. (1) proposed an algorithm called MSA where they have used a random key generator for generating the initial key and that key is used for encrypting the given source file. MSA method is basically a substitution method where 2 characters read from input file and then search the corresponding characters in the random key matrix and store the corresponding encrypted data in another file. MSA algorithm provides the provision for multiple encryption and multiple decryption. The key matrix contains all possible characters(ASCII code 0 to 255) in a random order. The pattern of the key matrix will depend on text_key entered by the user. Nath et al. (1) proposed algorithm to obtain randomization number, encryption number and the shift parameter from the initial text_key. We have given a exhaustive trial run on text_key and we found that it is very difficult to match the three above parameters for 2 different Text_key which means if some one wants to break our encryption method then he/she has to know the exact pattern of the text_key otherwise it will not be possible to obtain two sets of identical parameters from two different text_key. For pure text file we can apply brute force method to decrypt small text but for any other file such any binary file we can not apply any brute force method and it does not work.
RANDOM KEY GENERATION AND MSA ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM:
To create Random key Matrix of size(16x16) we have to enter any text_key. The size of text_key must be less than or equal to 16 characters long. These 16 characters can be any of the 256 characters(ASCII code 0 to 255). The relative position and the character itself is very important in our method to calculate the randomization number , the encryption number and the relative shift of characters in the starting key matrix. Suppose text_key entered=AB. We choose table-3 for calculating the place value and the power of characters of the incoming key: m ----(1) m=1 Now we calculate the sum for key="AB" using equation (1) Sum=65*16 1 + 66 * 16 2 =17936 Now we have to calculate 3 parameters from this sum (i) Randomization number(n1), (ii) Encryption number(n2) and (iii)Relative shift(n3) using the following method: (i) Randomization number(n1): num1=1*1+7*2+9*3+3*4+6*5=84 n1=sum mod num1=17936 mod 84=44 Note: if n1=0 then n1=num1 and n1<=128 (ii) Encryption number(n2): num2=6*1+3*2+9*3+7*4+1*5=72 n2=sum mod num2 =17936 mod 72 =8 Note: if n2=0 then n2=num2 and n2<=64 (iii)Relative shift(n3): n3= all digits in sum=1+7+9+3+6=26
We first create 16 X 16 (total 256 characters) key matrix which contains all characters (ASCII code 0-255) and then we give a relative shift(n3) to all elements in the matrix.
After that we apply the following randomization methods one after another in a serial manner:
Step After finishing above shifting process we perform (i)column randomization (ii)row randomization (iii)diagonal rotation and (iv)reverse diagonal rotation.
Each operation will continue for n3 number of times.
Now we apply encryption process on any text file. Our encryption process is as follows:
We choose a 4X4 simple key matrix:
Table-4 :Key matrix(4X4)
Case-I : Suppose we want to encrypt FF then it will taken as GG which is just one character after F in the same row.
Case -II : Suppose we want to encrypt FK where F and K appears in two different rows and two different columns. FK will be encrypted to KH (FKGJHKKH).
Case-III: Suppose we want to encrypt EF where EF occurs in the same row. Here EF will be converted to HG.
In the present work the last 5000 bytes of the cover file we reserved for storing the password and the size of the secret message file. After that we subtract n*(size of the secret message file) from the size of the cover file. Here n=4 depending on how many bytes we have used to embed one byte of the secret message file in the cover file. To embed any secret message we have to enter the password and to extract message we have to enter the same password. The size of the secret message file we convert into 32 bits binary and then convert it into 4 characters and write onto cover file. When we want to extract encrypted secret message from a cover file then we first extract the file size from the cover file and extract the same amount of bytes from cover file. Now we will describe the algorithms which we have used in our present study. We read one byte at a time from the encrypted secret message file (ESMF) and then we extract 8 bits from that byte. After that we read 2 consecutive bytes from the cover file(CF). We check the LSB and LSB+1 bit of each byte of that 2 byte chunk whether it is different from the bits of ESMF. If it is different then we replace that bit by the bit we obtain from the ESMF. Our program also counts how many bits we change and how many bytes we change and then we also calculate the percentage of bits changed and percentage of bytes changed in the CF. Now we will demonstrate in a simple case : Suppose we want to embed "A" in the cover text "AD". Now we will show how this cover text will be modified after we insert "A" within it. The entire process is shown in Table-5 . Table -5 Here we can see that to embed "A" we modify the cover file AD to DA. We can see that the change in cover text is prominent. AD is modified to DA. For text file this change is noticeable but when we do it in some image or audio file then it will not be so prominent. To extract byte from the cover file we follow the reverse process which we apply in case of encoding the message. We simply extract serially one by one from the cover file and then we club 8 bits and convert it to a character and then we write it to another file. But this extracted file is now in encrypted form and hence we apply decryption process which will be the reverse of encryption process to get back original secret message file. (Fig-7) + wordext1.c (Fig-8) =tc.exe (Fig-9) ] The compiler works perfectly ok even after we embed this cprogram file.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Case-4: Cover File=.doc file, secret message=.c file.
[mydoc2.doc (Fig-10 ) + xxfile.c (Fig-11) ; FILE *fp1; clrscr(); printf("\n\n\nEnter your File Name :"); gets(file1); fp1=fopen(file1,"wb"); for(i=0;i<=255;i++) fprintf(fp1,"%c",i); for(i=0;i<=255;i++) fprintf(fp1,"%c",i); fcloseall(); printf("\n\nFile is created. Press any key to finish the program--->"); getch(); = mydoc2.doc (embedded cover file) size=22528B
CONCLUSION
In the present work we have tried to hide any secret message inside any cover file such as executable file, Microsoft Office file, Database file and common cover file type such as image, audio, video etc. The security of our method is also very high as the message which we embed that is in encrypted form. It means even if someone extracts the message from the cover file but will not be able to able to decipher it. Brute force method will not help the intruder to decipher the encrypted message. Our method may be used in Bank, Defense and Government sectors where the Confidentiality of data is very important. In Mobile communication also this method may be implemented. The time coming when it will be possible to hide any secret message within pure ASCII file.
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